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Vertical
Form-Fill-Seal
Machines

Machines suitable for packing food and non food products.

VFF&S Sloped Machine RM-25AC
for packaging fragile products.

VFF&S low profile Machine
RM-25AC.

VFF&S Machine RM-25ACC Quad
pouches\bags Continuous Motion.

VFF&S Machine RM-32AI made
of stainless steel.

VFF&S RM-25ACC Twin
(up to 300 rice sachets / min).

VFF&S Machine RM-32ACF Carry Fresh
for packing vegetables into net bags.

VFF&S Machine RM-36AC
Quad pouches\bags with zipper applicator.

VFF&S Machine RM-45AC
with servo auger doser.

VFF&S Machine RM-55AI
for large size bags up to 25 kg.

Vertical
Doypack
Baggers

Vertical baggers designed to pack products into
pouches with a bottom gusset or sachets.

VFF&S Machine RM-32ACD
Doypack with zipper applicator.

NEW

VFF&S Machine RM-32ACD Doypack with
rotating horizontal jaws with zipper applicator.

VFF&S Machine RM-45ACD
Doypack with Press-to-Close Zipper.

VFF&S Machine RM-36ACD
with Press-to-Close Zipper applicator.

VFF&S RM-25ACD Doypack
with Press-to-Close Zipper applicator.

Rotary fill seal machine
for premade pouches.
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Cartoners

Wide range of vertical and horizontal cartoners which
work in intermittent and continous motion.

Horizontal cartoner.
RKH-12C continuous motion.

Horizontal cartoner.
RKH-06S designed to pack fly ribbon.

RKH-06S with GUK
leaflet applicator for pharma.

Vertical cartoner RKV-12S
double feeding station.

Horizontal cartoner
RKH-09S tea.

RKV cartoner designed
to pack grass seeds.

Case
packing

Wide range of single products packed
into Retail Ready Displays.

Fully automatic wrap around
packer for forming cases,
trays, lids and automatic
grouping - loading products.

The Radpak RRD Case Packer
can pack a group of pouches,
bags or boxes. The group
can be packed in a wrap-around
case, wrap-around tray,
or wrap-around tray
with a lid.

Top load case
packer RGZ.
Case erector for RSC/FEFCO
type case sealed with tape or glue.

Packaging line
for RSC/FEFCO
case.

Wide range
of RSC / Retail Ready
Display Cases formed
on Servo Case Packer.

Case
sealer.

Case erector
for RSC/FEFCO
type case sealed
with tape or glue.
Tray former RT-01 Servo
driven with quick change
of forming tools.

Side load case packer
for RSC/FEFCO
type case.
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Complete
packaging
lines

Radpak engineers, manufactures and integrates
Complete Packing Lines including
End of Line systems.

StandUp Pouch Side Loading Case Packer.
The automated system handles three lanes merging into a single
lane and packs the gusseted pouches smoothly into the cases.
The machine uses premium components ensuring long life
and maximum efficiency.
Designed for StandUp pouches, four sided seal pouches
and cartons.

Merging three lanes
of product into a single
lane.

Pouch mixing
available.

1 row

2 rows 3 rows

4 rows

The product
is packed into layers

StandUp Pouch
Case Packer.
Multihead
Combination
Weigher.

Feeding
Conveyor.

RSC Top Loading Case Packer.
The automatic former uses an innovative solution to erect cases.
The packer counts, groups and then top loads pouches
into die-cut blanks. The rows are tightly packed with minimal
gaps between the products ensuring a compact, formed case at closing.
Designed to handle StandUp pouches, four side seal and cartons.
The automatic top taper folds the flaps and applies adhesive tape.

Product
Hopper.
X-ray and
Check Weigher
Inspection.

Premade
Pouch Fill/Seal
System.

Case Erector.

Cycle Shift
Mechanism.

Case Sealer.
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StandUp Pouch Frozen Meat.
The line for mixing and packing frozen meat into
doypack bags combines high quality with user
friendly operations. The line is made of stainless
steel and is designed to be washed down.

High speed wash-down Volta
feeding conveyors are a perfect solution for
industries where frequent cleaning and high
productivity are required.
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Complete
packaging
lines

Radpak engineers, manufactures and integrates
Complete Packing Lines including
End of Line systems.

RM-36 ACD StandUp Pouch with
Press-to-Close Zipper Machine.

Packaging line for food products
Nuts, Candy, etc.

Packaging line for confectionary
products.

Packaging system for bulk bags, HDPE / PP
woven bags, PP / PE pouches bags or paper bags.

Complete line for brick
formed bags.

Mixing available

Packaging Machinery Manufacturer
Okrezna 2, 87-800 Wloclawek, Poland
Tel. +48 54 412 55 00, Fax +48 54 412 55 01
info@radpak.com

Packing line for quad bags designed
to pack sweets.
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